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You have learned in a previous course about simple sentences. A simple sentence 

has one subject-verb combination. Another kind of sentence is a compound 

sentence. A compound sentence has two or more subject-verb combinations. 

       More precisely, a compound sentence is composed of at least two simple 

sentences joined by a comma and a coordinating conjunction. A compound 

sentence has this construction: 

e.x. The gold     disappeared with the mice,   so     the greedy man   got   nothing.  
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** In this example you notice two subjects (“the gold” and “the greedy man), and 

two verbs ( disappeared, got). The coordinating conjunction which has connected 

the two parts of the compound sentence is “so”. There are seven coordinating 

conjunctions in English: and, but, so, or, for, nor and yet.  

 

Coordinating Conjunctions: coordinating conjunctions are sometimes called fan 
boys because their first letters spell those words: for, and, nor, but, or, yet, and so. 
 
And joins sentences that are alike:  
Example:   He dropped a rice ball, and it rolled into a hole in the ground. 
But joins sentences that are opposite or show contrast:  
Example:  They were happy, but they were poor. 
So joints sentences when the second sentence expresses the result of something 
described in the first sentence: 
Example:  The greedy man wanted all of the mice’s gold, so he pretended to be a 
cat. 
Or joins sentences that give choices or alternatives. 
Example: He could choose a big box, or he could choose a small one. 
 
** What you have to notice is that we use a comma before a coordinating 
conjunction in compound sentences only. Do not use a comma to join two words or 
two phrases in a simple sentence.  
Examples:  
** Here the following example are compound sentences. Each one contains two 
simple sentences which are joined by a coordinating conjunction: 
                         Yesterday we went shopping, but we didn’t buy anything.  
                         The stores were crowded, and they were noisy. 
                         We ate lunch, and then we went home. 
**For the following examples are simple sentences which also include coordinating 
conjunctions that connected words from the same grammatical rank; that is, the 
conjunction relates the two verbs of the same subject, two adjectives which refer to 
the same subject …etc. Read the following examples and try to notice all relate 
what is being explained here and these examples: 



              Yesterday we went shopping but didn’t buy anything. 
               The stores were crowded and noisy. 
                We ate lunch and then went home. 
** What you have to remember is that there is a one subject-verb formula in the 
simple sentence, even though you find two verbs but they refer to one subject. 
 
 Practice: Decide which of the following sentences are compound sentences and 
which are simple sentences. Write CS or SS  on the line at the left. Then add 
commas to the compound sentences. 

Monsieur Seguin’s Goat 
A Folktale from France 

……………….. 1- Along time ago, high in the Alps, an old man lived with his goat, 
Blanchatte. 
………………. 2- She was a wonderful white goat and was very kind to her master, 
Monsieur Seguin. 
…………….. 3- They had lived together for many years. 
…………….. 4- Blanchette was always fastened to a tree. 
……………. 5- She was often sad and sometimes she didn’t  eat her food. 
……………. 6- Every day, she looked at the big mountains and dreamed of being 
free to explore them. 
……………. 7- One day, she asked her master for more freedom. 
……………… 8- “You can tie me with a longer rope or you can build a special 
enclosure for me”, said Blanchette. 
…………… 9- At first, he tied her with a longer rope but Blanchette was still sad. 
…………… 10- A few days later, he build a special enclosure. 
…………… 11- For a while, Blanchette was very happy about this decision but soon 
the enclosure seemed very small in front of the big mountains. 
……………. 12- One summer morning, Blanchette decided to leave for the 
mountains so she jumped out of the enclosure and ran away. 


